FALLEN LEAVES
BED SCARF
This bed scarf is a fantastic way to add some life and creativity to a modern, sparse bedroom. I just love the colour and
warmth it brings. It fits perfectly with the décor without adding clutter. This bed scarf was created using the advanced
features of Brother’s THE Dream Machine (Brother Innov-is) and Brother’s ScanNCut home and hobby cutting machine. It’s
designed to fit a king-size bed with no overhang, or a queen-size bed with overhang.
Skill Level: Intermediate
Finished Size: 75” x 27” [190.5 x 68.5cm]
Time Required: 6 – 8 hours

SUPPLIES
Equipment

Notions

• Brother’s THE Dream Machine

• Assorted thread for piecing, appliqué and quilting

• Brother ScanNCut CM650W

• Pins

• J foot

• Rotary cutter and cutting mat

• MuVit Digital Dual Feed Foot

• Marking tools

• Stitch-in-the-Ditch Foot (part# SA191)

• Ruler

• Embroidery Foot

Pattern Notes

• Brother ScanNCut, Standard Mat, Standard Cut Blade,
Pen Holder and erasable black drawing pen

• All seams are ¼”

Fabric
• 10 – 10” x 10” [25.5 x 25.5cm] assorted coloured fabric
squares for leaves (batiks or solids)
• 70” x 20” [178 x 51cm] background fabric
• 82” x 30” [208 x 76cm] backing fabric
• 82” x 30” [208 x 76cm] quilt batting
• assorted fabric scraps to create a stripped border
180” x 1½” [457 x 4cm] (perimeter of background fabric)
for sashing
• 190” x 3½” [482.6 x 8.5cm] same colour as background
fabric for outside borders
• 200” x 2½” [508 x 6.5cm] for binding
(perimeter of finished top)
• 2 packs of Brother Iron-On Fabric Appliqué Sheets
(part#CASTBL1)
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FALLEN LEAVES
BED SCARF
INSTRUCTIONS
Cutting
Background fabric
• 1 piece of background fabric 70” x 20
Leaf fabric
• For each leaf, 2 squares of fabric 10” x 10” in coordinating colours
(10 total)
Strip sashing
• strips from assorted fabric scraps that coordinate with leaf fabric
(variety of lengths (1½”– 3” x 1½”)
Outside borders
• 2 strips 72” x 3½”
• 2 strips 25” x 3½”
Binding
• 2½” strip x total perimeter of bed scarf [74½” x 26½”] + 4”

Placing leaf fabric on the ScanNCut mat.

Step one
Making the leaf shapes
Preparing fabric for cutting on the Brother ScanNCut
1.

Adhere a piece of Brother Iron-On Fabric Appliqué Sheet to the back
of each piece of leaf fabric.

2.

Follow manufacturers’ instructions.

Selecting, sizing and saving appliqué leaf shapes on the Brother
ScanNCut
1.

From the built-in patterns on the ScanNCut, select leaf
design AR-024.

2.

Rotate design 60 degrees.

3.

Change leaf size to Height 8.62” x Width 10.00”.

4.

Press OK twice.

5.

Save in machine memory and note location.
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FALLEN LEAVES
BED SCARF
Step two
Cutting appliqué shapes
Note: Before cutting fabric on the Brother ScanNCut, test cut on a scrap
of fabric you plan to cut for the leaves to ensure blade is set to correct
cutting depth.
1.

Place 10” square of leaf fabric on the Brother ScanNCut mat.

2.

Recall saved leaf design.

3.

Load mat into ScanNCut.

4.

Press mat scan icon.

5.

Ensure the design is placed on the fabric as desired; adjust position if
required.

6.

Press OK.

7.

Press Cut.

8.

Remove cut leaf shape from mat and place on rotary cutting mat.

9.

Using a rotary cutter, slice leaf in half down the center.

From scrap fabric, stitch 3 or 4 strips
together to form pieced strata.

10. Repeat for all leaves.
11.

Swap leaf halves with alternating colours to create a pleasing look.

12. Lightly press each leaf half to background fabric.
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FALLEN LEAVES
BED SCARF
Step three
Assembling the Bed Scarf
Layout and Appliqué
1. Determine final layout once all your leaves are cut.
2.

Iron each leaf onto background fabric.

3.

Select stitch 3-04; W 3.5; L 4.5 – Blanket Stitch.

4.

Stitch appliqué leaf to background fabric.

5.

Thread machine with coordinating or contrasting thread.

6.

Stitch around the outside of each leaf.

7.

Select stitch 3-18; W 2.5; L 5.0 – Stem Stitch.

8.

Stitch over the center of the leaf where the two fabrics join together.

Creating and attaching the strip sashing
1.

From scrap fabric, stitch 3 or 4 strips together to form pieced strata.

2.

With rotary cutter and ruler, measure and cut strips into 1½” pieces.

3.

Join 1½” pieces together to form a strip long enough for the perimeter
of the background piece.

4.

Attach sashing to each long side of the background fabric.

5.

Attach sashing to each short side the background fabric.

The blade on the front of the Stitch-in-theDitch foot separates the seam so stitching
can be placed right in the seam line. The
MuVit Digital Dual Feed Foot ensures all
three layers of quilt sandwich are evenly
fed through the machine.

Outside border
1.

Attach long outside borders to each side of background fabric.

2.

Attach short side borders to each end of the background fabric.

Getting ready to quilt
1.

Create a quilt sandwich with top quilt batting and batting fabric.

2.

Use basting spray or pins to keep the sandwich together.
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FALLEN LEAVES
BED SCARF
Preparing quilt embroidery design on the Brother
ScanNCut
1.

Replace the cutting blade in the Brother ScanNCut with a black
drawing pen.

2.

Recall saved leaf design.

3.

Reduce size of leaf design to 7½” x 4½”.

4.

Place piece of paper on the Brother ScanNCut mat.

5.

Press Draw.

6.

Remove leaf drawing from mat.

Scan quilt design and quilt on THE Dream Machine
using Design Center
1.

Prepare THE Dream Machine with embroidery arm and scanning mat.

2.

Place leaf drawn on ScanNCut on THE Dream Machine scanning mat.

3.

Scan design.

4.

Modify drawing if required in Design Center.

5.

In Preview, select Triple Stitch.

6.

Save as an Embroidery file.

7.

Attach Embroidery Foot.

8.

Thread machine with desired quilting thread.

9.

Hoop bed scarf and position embroidery file (leaf quilt design) where
desired.

10. Embroider quilt design randomly around bed scarf between
appliquéd leaves.
11.

Once quilt designs have been stitched, remove Embroidery Foot and
Embroidery arm.

Close up of the leaf appliqué.

12. Attach MuVit Digital Dual Feed Foot and Stitch-in-the-Ditch Foot.
13. Stitch in the ditch between the sashing and the background.
14. Position front blade of Stitch-in-the-Ditch foot in the seam line stitch.
15. Activate the Guideline Marker Position Laser Light and align it with
your seam.
16. Place raw edge of binding to raw edge of bed scarf and stitch right
sides together.
17.

Fold binding over to back of bed scarf; pin or clip in place.

18. On the front of the bed scarf, stitch to attach the bed scarf.
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Place the bed scarf on your bed and
welcome the beauty of fallen leaves!

By Lynn Swanson,
Brother Canada Educator.

Originally published in A Needle Pulling Thread© Magazine
(Volume 11 Issue 3 - Fall 2016)
Designed exclusively for you by the Brother Education Department.

brother.ca/inspiration
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